The Dramm FCST100-A Ferticart is a durable fertilizer stock solution cart and tank with on-board agitation.

The DC powered pump provides up to 3 gpm agitation and uses our unique agitation bar to keep stubborn chemicals and fertilizers in solution. Some initial mixing may be required. A specially designed stand filter prevents water soluble fertilizers from clogging the intake when mixing.

The battery powered agitation, large tank and rugged cart design makes this the perfect system for outdoor fertilization. Connect to an irrigation system or use to hand water.

The FC100 comes in two different versions to fit either the Dosatron D45 or the D8 range of injectors to accommodate different flow rates. The unit comes complete with all plumbing including a 200 mesh filter, a check valve, and unions.

**Specifications**

- **Battery Power:** 12vDC, 100ah
- **Run Time:** 8 – 12 hours on a full charge
- **Pump Output:** 2 – 3 gpm
- **Included Charger Power:** 12vAC, 10 amp
- **Charge Time:** 8 – 12 hours when nearly empty
- **Plumbing Connections:** 1.5” Female pipe thread

Fits Dosatron
- D45 20 gpm
- D8 40 gpm
*ask about higher flow rates
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100 gallon tank plenty of capacity

Battery operated great for the field

200 mesh filter protects the injector

Agitation bar superior mixing

Check valve stops water hammer

Stand filter reduces clogging

15” turf tires for rugged terrain

Drain valve easy to empty
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